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# Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>Anti-Ballistic Missile (Treaty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUES</td>
<td>Code for Unplanned Encounters at Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>Prevention of Dangerous Military Activities Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCOC</td>
<td>Hague Code of Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>intercontinental ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCSEA</td>
<td>Agreement on the Prevention of Incidents On and Over the High Seas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>memorandum of understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT</td>
<td>Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>The five permanent members of the Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALT</td>
<td>Strategic Arms Limitation Talks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLBM</td>
<td>submarine-launched ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSBN</td>
<td>nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSGN</td>
<td>cruise missile submarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>Strategic Arms Reduction Talks/Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAAD</td>
<td>Terminal High Altitude Area Defense System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UUV</td>
<td>uncrewed underwater vehicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY

- The ways in which the United States, the Russian Federation and China perceive each other’s nuclear doctrines and force postures are coloured by their interpretation of mutual competitive or adversarial geopolitical dynamics.

- These three ‘great powers’ generally project aggressive intentions upon each other and seem at times to assume an expanded range of circumstance in which their competitor or adversary is willing to use nuclear weapons.

- Dissonance between perceived and presented nuclear deterrence objectives, escalation strategies and relevant capabilities of States can have an impact on the risk of nuclear weapon use. This is especially the case during times of crisis, in which the possibility of misperception, miscalculation, or misunderstanding is acute.

- Addressing escalatory risks requires that States take a multifaceted approach consisting of measures aimed at bridging gaps in strategic perceptions, tackling concerns about specific capabilities, and defusing or managing potentially volatile situations.

- Concrete movement in risk reduction would contribute to greater trust among the ‘great powers’, including towards the reshaping of nuclear doctrine and escalation strategies (and perceptions thereof), and the revitalization of arms control and disarmament.
1. CONTEXT

Among the five nuclear weapon States recognized by the 1968 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), there has emerged a common concern about the risk of nuclear weapon use linked to misperception, miscalculation, or misunderstanding. In 2019, these five States – China, France, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America (also the five permanent members of the Security Council, or the P5) – agreed to “take an objective view of one another’s strategic intentions, strengthen exchanges on nuclear policies and doctrines . . . and make every effort to prevent nuclear risks”.¹ This focus has informed the concept of “strategic risk reduction”, centred on the pursuit of measures to improve transparency and dialogue.² While “strategic risk” has been invoked by the P5, there is no official definition; some experts underline its emphasis on how “each party’s behaviors and strategies can be the driving factors of escalation” given “conflict dynamics”.³ Notably, the concept is not as broad as some more comprehensive conceptions of nuclear risk that, for instance, capture the possibility of nuclear use due to accident. Rather, “strategic risk” and “strategic risk reduction” reflect a recognition among these States that interactions among adversarial nuclear powers are of particular concern during crisis situations in which the decision-making process is compressed and the effects of technical and human errors can be compounded. Escalation – defined as an “increase in the intensity or scope of conflict that crosses threshold(s) considered significant by one or more of the participants” – appears as a distinct possible outcome.⁴

The possibility of nuclear escalation emerging as a function of broader relational dynamics pertains not only to the NPT nuclear weapon States. This pathway to potential nuclear use applies to interactions among all nine nuclear-armed States. It also applies to States that do not possess nuclear weapons, but which could play a part in decision-making related to nuclear weapons or in the delivery of these munitions as part of a nuclear alliance such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). This is the case in part due to the widened scope of strategic competition across domains and technologies as well as the current tense global geopolitical and security circumstances. In examining the impact of

---

² 2019 G7 Statement on Non-Proliferation and Disarmament, 6 April 2019, http://www.g8.utoronto.ca/foreign/2019_g7_statement_on_non-proliferation_and_disarmament_cle881416.pdf.
broader context and “conflict dynamics” on escalatory risk, questions then follow. What are the precise behaviours and strategies of concern? Which of them constitute the sources of friction in specific geopolitical situations? In times of crisis, how can they ostensibly drive the kinds of misperception, miscalculation, and misunderstanding that can lead to the escalatory use of nuclear weapons? For that matter, how might they contribute to other use pathways?\(^5\)

As the first in a series of profiles of different “friction points” among nuclear-armed and nuclear-allied States – or the issues of contention in their relations that can spark potential conflict and nuclear escalation – this report considers the multipolar dynamics between the United States, the Russian Federation, and China. These are the three States identified by the United States as being entangled in a resurgent “Great Power competition” that is taking shape, with the United States pitted against the Russian Federation on the one hand, and the United States pitted against China on the other.\(^6\) The Russian Federation and China have reached similar strategic perceptions: the former underlines the opposition to its policies from the United States and its allies; and the latter refers to the presence of “major country competition” in the Asia-Pacific, with US activities having “severely undermined the regional strategic balance and the strategic security interests of regional countries”.\(^7\) Significantly, relations between these three nuclear possessors have spillover effects for regional security dilemmas involving other nuclear-armed and nuclear-allied States. This is true even as China has a nuclear arsenal orders of magnitude smaller than the others (an estimated 320 compared to 5,800 for the United States and 6,400 for the Russian Federation).\(^8\)

This report analyses the respective escalation strategies of the United States, the Russian Federation, and China in order to identify potential drivers of escalatory risk among them. Section 2 lays out the range of circumstances that each State has presented as grounds for their escalation to nuclear use (including through their nuclear and security doctrines), and then explores how their strategies are seen by their competitors – as gleaned from publicly available sources.\(^9\) In each instance there appears to be a substantial gap between the expressed and perceived terms of escalation. Section 3 explores some of potential consequences of this dissonance and of existing perceptions of doctrines and postures broadly, even as it acknowledges the presence of purposeful signalling behaviour by States. It identifies how fundamental mistrust among the three States filters into their readings of specific capabilities in the nuclear sphere, then outlines illustrative contexts in which these capabilities have caused tension and could contribute to a hypothetical escalation sequence. Section 4 then outlines a series of policy recommendations for the three States – individually and in tandem – to overcome the perception gaps, reduce related risks, and prevent escalatory scenarios from becoming reality. Section 5 concludes the report.

---

\(^5\) See W. Wan, Nuclear Risk Reduction: A Framework for Analysis, UNIDIR, 2019, [https://doi.org/10.37559/WMD/19/NRR01](https://doi.org/10.37559/WMD/19/NRR01).


2. THE TERMS OF ESCALATION

2.1. THE UNITED STATES

2.1.1. As presented
There are indications that the US administration of President Joe Biden will undertake a review of US nuclear policy early in its tenure.10 During his presidential campaign, Biden expressed a belief that the “sole purpose” of nuclear weapons is to deter nuclear use against the United States or its allies; he also called more generally for a reduced role for nuclear weapons in US defence.11 In April 2021, however, the new administration submitted a discretionary funding request for 2022 that suggests at least some level of continuity in the US nuclear force structure in the near future. The White House in that document expressed its intention to modernize its nuclear deterrent, highlighting in particular the significance of hypersonic missiles and long-range strike capabilities. Moreover, the overall $715 billion request for the United States Department of Defense listed as a matter of priority the need to “counter the threat from China” as well as “deterring destabilizing behavior by Russia” – relaying a worldview in line with the identified ‘great power competition’.12

While some experts have speculated that Biden may seek to enact a “sole purpose” policy, they also acknowledge that this would not necessarily constrain employment of nuclear weapons by the United States.13 And, as recent history demonstrates, US allies are likely to weigh in on any potential significant changes to US nuclear doctrine.14 Whatever the results of the review process, President Biden in the meantime inherits the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review, which outlines that, should deterrence fail, the employment of nuclear weapons would be considered only “in extreme circumstances to defend the vital interests of the United States, its allies, and partners”.15 These circumstances extend beyond nuclear attack and include “significant non-nuclear strategic attacks”, which themselves “include, but are not limited to, attacks on the U.S., allied, or partner civilian

---

population or infrastructure, and attacks on U.S. or allied nuclear forces, their command and control, or warning and attack assessment capabilities”.

There is deliberate ambiguity in the text, leaving space for US manoeuvrability in the context of any escalation decision. This is a continuation of long-standing US policy. Its “calculated ambiguity” - as some experts have termed it - would be especially relevant should a chemical or biological attack take place, with the ambiguity further underlined by the variable level of impact of such attacks.

Further, what constitutes “extreme circumstances” or “vital interests” is left largely undefined. There is no elaboration on the form that a significant non-nuclear strategic attack might take, although the document elsewhere identifies non-nuclear strategic “threats” as “including chemical, biological, cyber, and large-scale conventional aggression”. In recognition of a shifting strategic landscape, the United States also “reserves the right to make any adjustment in the assurance that may be warranted by the evolution and proliferation of non-nuclear strategic attack technologies”.

The United States elsewhere has explicitly denied that the reference to non-nuclear strategic attacks portends any expansion in the range of use circumstances. At the same time, the Nuclear Posture Review makes clear that US consideration of nuclear escalation is predicated on the failure of deterrence - in the same document that acknowledges the character of its overall deterrence is changing. It highlights the value of “credible deterrence against regional aggression” (without clarifying the kind or scale of regional aggression), as reflected by an emphasis on enhancing “the flexibility and range of its tailored deterrence options” (also including non-nuclear capabilities), and requires addressing a “spectrum of adversaries and threats and enable adjustments over time”.

Moreover, under the 2017–2021 administration of President Donald J. Trump, the United States had also “begun to extend nuclear deterrence to such realms” as space and cyberspace.

---

16 Ibid, p. 21.
19 Ibid., p. 21. The “assurance” refers to the statement that “The United States will not use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear weapons states that are party to the NPT and in compliance with their nuclear non-proliferation obligations.”
2.1.2. As perceived

The ways in which the Russian Federation and China have characterized the international landscape shed some light on how they each interpret US escalation strategy. In its 2015 National Security Strategy and its 2016 Foreign Policy Concept, the Russian Federation highlights the specific opposition of the United States and its allies to Russian foreign and domestic policy, and accuses them of undertaking containment in a manner that includes the exertion of “political, economic, information and other pressure” on Moscow, which “undermine regional and global stability”.\(^\text{23}\) The Russian Federation also presents NATO’s military activities as a threat to its national security. China, in its 2019 white paper on national defense, struck a similar tone in highlighting the rise of strategic competition, noting that the United States had “adjusted its national security and defense strategies” in a provocative manner.\(^\text{24}\) In advance of a March 2021 strategic dialogue, China accused the United States of interference in its internal affairs and of the “outright suppression” of its “legitimate rights and interests”.\(^\text{25}\)

While the Russian Federation and China do not often refer overtly to US nuclear escalation strategy, their framing of the United States’ strategic behaviour suggests that they question its stated defensive deterrence objectives. Both have claimed flatly that the United States is seeking “absolute military superiority” (both using that same phrase), with the Russian Federation referring to its activities in missile defence and China citing broader “technological and institutional innovation”.\(^\text{26}\) Some experts argue that developments in US posture – including the deployment of lower-yield nuclear warheads – continue to fuel Russian and Chinese fears that the United States is lowering its threshold for nuclear use and might be seeking a decapitating first-strike capability.\(^\text{27}\) Indeed, Russian President Vladimir Putin, in rationalizing Russian developments in strategic technologies (including the Sarmat missile system, global-range cruise missiles, and uncrewed underwater vehicles, UUVs), pointed to the growth of US anti-ballistic missile systems, which he claimed “will result in the complete devaluation of Russia’s nuclear potential” if left unabated.\(^\text{28}\) Accordingly, he has sounded warning bells about the fact that the United States views space as a “theater of military operations”.\(^\text{29}\) In the same vein, China has underlined its concerns with US developments in “nuclear, outer space, cyber and missile defense”.\(^\text{30}\) It links the US strengthening of military alliances and the deployment of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system in particular to uncertainties and complexity in the regional security landscape.

---


2.2. THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

2.2.1. As presented
In June 2020, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a decree on the “Basic Principles of State Policy of the Russian Federation on Nuclear Deterrence” – a document that expanded on many elements of the 2014 Russian Military Doctrine. The document underlines that Russian nuclear weapons are “exclusively as a means of deterrence”, with use a right reserved by the Russian Federation albeit as “an extreme and compelled measure”. The document specifies four scenarios that warrant consideration in terms of escalation to nuclear weapon use:

a) arrival of reliable data on a launch of ballistic missiles attacking the territory of the Russian Federation and/or its allies;

b) use of nuclear weapons or other types of weapons of mass destruction by an adversary against the Russian Federation and/or its allies;

c) attack by adversary against critical governmental or military sites of the Russian Federation, disruption of which would undermine nuclear forces response actions;

d) aggression against the Russian Federation with the use of conventional weapons when the very existence of the state is in jeopardy.

There is space for manoeuvrability and interpretation in Russian decision-making. It is the Russian State (and presumably, at its pinnacle, President Putin) that defines when the Russian Federation’s existence is in jeopardy or which of its governmental or military sites are considered critical in the context of its nuclear second-strike capability. Similarly, the threshold at which an adversarial action is considered an “attack” or an act of “aggression” is left open. This deliberate ambiguity factors especially into the first condition, which outlines a potential nuclear response not to an attack but to the detection of an attack – in effect seeming to maintain the option of a “launch on warning” mode for the Russian Federation. Further, the document does not specify that the ballistic missiles have to be carrying nuclear warheads to trigger a nuclear response.

2.2.2. As perceived
The framing by the United States of ‘great power competition’ appears to provide a prism through which it interprets the evidence about Russian Federation’s nuclear escalation strategy. The 2018 Nuclear Posture Review refers specifically to Russia’s aggressive behaviour, including actions in Crimea and in cyberspace and outer space, as contributing to the uncertain international security environment. Directly, it accuses the Russian Federation of adopting “military strategies and capabilities that rely on nuclear escalation for their success”. It claims that the Russian Federation believes that limited nuclear

---


32 Ibid., paragraph 19.


first use can provide an advantage over the United States and its allies in a regional conflict. Indeed, in addition to deterrence, the United States perceives that threats of use or actual first use to “de-escalate a conflict” are central to Russian nuclear strategy, citing the corresponding development of diverse and expanding nuclear capabilities. It is this controversial claim of “escalate to de-escalate” – a phrase first found in US briefings – which provides at least partial justification for the United States’ emphasis on increasingly flexible capabilities in its “tailored deterrence” strategy; the viability of that strategy has long been debated.

The United States has referred specifically to Russia’s growing stockpile of non-strategic nuclear weapons as indications of Russian strategy in this regard, and it also claims that Moscow is lowering the threshold for first use of nuclear weapons. US officials have argued that the Russian military “is well trained to transition rapidly to nuclear use in order to compel an end to a conventional conflict”. Russia’s release of the 2020 Basic Principles document sought to address such interpretations, and Russian officials have repeatedly insisted that it does not have an “escalate-to-de-escalate” strategy. (Based on that document, one expert concluded that “de-escalation…is not a war-fighting strategy, but rather a tool of deterrence” for the Russian Federation.) Still, the Commander of the US Strategic Command wrote that opponents of the United States are investing in capabilities “to escalate past us – to include nuclear use” and specifically, that “a regional crisis with the Russian Federation or China could escalate quickly to a conflict involving nuclear weapons”. On this point, he cited not only Russian modernization of its medium- and short-range systems, but changes across its entire force structure.

2.3. CHINA

2.3.1. As presented

Since 1964, China has consistently expressed a policy of no first use of nuclear weapons. Its 2019 white paper reiterates its firm commitment “to a nuclear policy of no first use of nuclear weapons at any time and under any circumstances”. In 1995, China issued a national statement in the United Nations Security Council pledging “not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States or nuclear-weapon-free zones at any time or under any circumstances”.

The unequivocal nature of the texts is striking: in the absence of any first use of nuclear weapons by an adversary, China has stated that there exists no acceptable path of nuclear escalation on its side. The 2019 statement of China’s policy is also quite blunt as to how China would respond to nuclear first use: “we will surely counterattack if attacked”. A document submitted to the Preparatory Committee for the 2020 NPT Review Conference similarly highlights a

---

In addition to these texts, some experts have drawn on unofficial translated versions of Chinese military texts as means to confirm the limited deterrent role of nuclear weapons in Chinese security strategy. The Science of Military Strategy produced in 2013 by the Chinese Academy of Military Sciences, for instance, underlines the “directed nature”, “limited objective”, and “defensive nature” of China’s deterrence – all expressing the goal of preventing a nuclear attack. The text does suggest that retaliation could be considered “under conditions confirming the enemy has launched nuclear missiles” and prior to impact, but this is not authoritative; this framing also speaks to broader ambiguity that exists surrounding how any State might determine when first use has taken place. The text does posit that any possible Chinese retaliation would be limited in nature, with the objective only “to cause the enemy to cease future nuclear attacks against China”. For one analyst at least, the text underlines the “marginal role” of nuclear weapons in Chinese military strategy.

### 2.3.2 As perceived

The United States regards China as a strategic competitor, on pace to be a peer – and a threat to the post-Cold War international order. This is due in part to China’s military activities in the East and South China Seas and its general military modernization activity. The 2018 US Nuclear Posture Review acknowledges that, in addition to the regional crisis scenarios mentioned above, military conflict with China has “the potential for nuclear escalation”. A 2020 report by the US Department of Defense argues that there is “ambiguity over the conditions under which China would act outside of its [no-first-use] policy”, and suggests that Beijing could be “moving to a launch-on-warning . . . posture”. The Commander of the US Strategic Command has more directly questioned the veracity of China’s no-first-use policy; he has since argued that its activities give it “a full range of options, including limited use and a first-strike capability.”
For the United States, at least, China’s diversifying arsenal – including its work on completing its nuclear triad and to field theatre-range precision-strike systems – suggests that it is widening its range of nuclear options, and increasingly is developing an operational escalation strategy not in alignment with its general nuclear no-first-use policy or its long-standing minimalist force posture. Outlining the possibility of protracted conflict in Taiwan, for instance, the US Department of Defense report suggests specifically that China might “choose to escalate cyberspace, space, or nuclear activities in an attempt to end the conflict”\textsuperscript{51} The US interpretation is also coloured by what it views as China’s deliberate strategic ambiguity and general lack of nuclear transparency. Unlike the rest of the P5, Beijing has also not formally committed to a moratorium on producing fissile materials for weapons. Washington’s framing of Chinese nuclear and non-nuclear capabilities and Beijing’s intentions in effect enlarges the number of scenarios in which the United States is concerned that nuclear weapons may be introduced by China.

3. CAPABILITIES: PERCEPTIONS AND PROJECTIONS

There are obvious limits to the understanding that can be derived from public nuclear doctrines. Those who devise them have full knowledge of their signalling power; accordingly, they make deliberate trade-offs between ambiguity and clarity. Those who examine them do so with scepticism, especially in the light of the geopolitical and security circumstances – they may do so with a view to justifying their own policies. Both sides develop narratives that resonate with wider political contexts, including for domestic audiences. Across the United States, the Russian Federation, and China, there appears to be substantial dissonance between the nuclear escalation strategies presented by each State and how their strategic competitors interpret those strategies. It is instructive that perceptions of escalation strategies draw primarily not on doctrines but postures, with States citing their competitors’ practices in the development and deployment of nuclear weapons and related systems. For example, more than one US official has flatly stated that they do not believe China’s no-first-use policy; one expressly argued that a close look at Chinese forces and strategy represented the only means with which the United States could effectively tailor its deterrence accordingly.

Doctrines and policies have intrinsic value as means of transparency. But worst-case scenario thinking about them, as described, reinforces that they cannot be detached from the surrounding strategic environment. Even if nuclear escalation strategies and their external interpretation were to be perfectly harmonized, that would provide no guarantee of reduced escalatory risk. States could still clash because of their differentiated national interests or their basic values and principles; these can have an impact on their appetites for risk and, in some cases, propel them to exploit risk – this is the essence of brinkmanship. But the current nature of the mutual perception and the severity of the dissonance have real consequences by creating ample space for misperception, miscalculation, or misunderstanding. Lack of clarity over “red lines” and nuclear use thresholds in particular can drive inadvertent escalation. As outlined above, external perceptions of each State’s nuclear escalation strategy attribute a more aggressive stance than is presented. In a best-case scenario, this could induce greater caution on all sides. Yet, projecting upon a competitor or adversary a wide range of circumstances in which they are willing to use nuclear weapons can also accelerate conflict spirals, fuelling “use it or lose it” dilemmas.


for the interpreting State in which perception influences its choices and may become “self-fulfilling prophecies.”

This section examines this possibility. It does this by linking the perceptions surrounding nuclear escalation strategies to dialogue around three specific capabilities: (a) non-strategic nuclear weapons, (b) missile defence systems, and (c) submarine forces, including nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs). Certainly, these do not comprise an exhaustive list, but they do provide key and instructive examples of how the ‘great powers’ project intent (for instance, around lowered thresholds for nuclear use, or the establishment of escalation dominance) onto their competitors or adversaries. This section outlines the scepticism, tension, and, at times, hostility that has emerged among the United States, the Russian Federation, and China in conjunction with the development or deployment of each capability. The discussion also includes longer-term implications stemming from these projections of intent, which can effectuate crisis situations involving those States. It then presents a geopolitical context or theatre in which concerns about these capabilities have prominently featured, providing the space for potential hypothetical nuclear escalatory sequences.

3.1. NON-STRATEGIC NUCLEAR WEAPONS

3.1.1. Overview

The prominence of non-strategic nuclear weapons – also described as “tactical”, “theatre”, “battlefield”, or “short-range” nuclear weapons – in modernization plans and military strategies across the nuclear-armed States has worrisome implications amid a backdrop of geopolitical strife. These capabilities have not yet explicitly fallen within the scope of an arms control agreement, although some have been subject to certain limits and unilateral constraints – including through the 1987 Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty and the 1991 Presidential Nuclear Initiatives. Experts estimate the current global inventory of non-strategic nuclear weapons to be 2,500, with as many as 2,000 belonging to Russia; the United States stores an estimated 150 in Europe as part of NATO’s nuclear-sharing arrangement. Notably, none of these weapons – Russian and US – are operationally deployed (or mated to their delivery systems) on a day-to-day basis in the European theatre. Still, their presence continues to drive tension. Concerns about the potential use of these capabilities feature prominently in the context of both Russia–United States and China–United States relations. Expressed attitudes towards non-strategic nuclear weapons on all sides embody fundamental scepticism about the stated nature of deterrence objectives and are inextricably linked to perceptions of expanded escalation strategies.

For the United States, the disparity in numbers in Europe heightens suspicion about Russia’s willingness for limited nuclear use, in line with perceptions of an “escalate to de-escalate” strategy. The US Nuclear Posture Review hypothesizes that this emboldened stance exists because “Moscow apparently believes that the United States is unwilling to respond to Russian employment of tactical nuclear weapons with strategic nuclear weapons”. For its part, Russia has accused the United States of preparing its European allies to use its tactical nuclear stockpile against Russia;

57 Ibid.
the Russian Foreign Minister, Sergey Lavrov, has argued that the arsenal is emblematic of an “outspokenly aggressive stance” that suggests a lowered nuclear use threshold.\(^59\) Concerns about consideration of their use – linked to concepts like the United States’ “tailored deterrence” – will only intensify as non-strategic nuclear weapons grow in numbers and types. This pertains to China as well, which considers its entire arsenal to be strategic by virtue of its no-first-use policy and minimum deterrence. Yet US scepticism about those policies, exacerbated by general opacity about Chinese capabilities, have clear implications, as military planning already operates with the view that China has weapons “with ranges and missions that could be considered nonstrategic”.\(^60\) While for China such nuclear forces factor into its deterrent relationship with India, US suspicions about China’s non-strategic nuclear weapons feature especially in potential regional crises.\(^61\)

3.1.2. Illustrative context

As suggested, the presence of non-strategic nuclear weapons contributes to a tense geopolitical and security environment on the European continent. The Russian Deputy Defence Minister, Anatoly Antonov, observed in 2013 that Russia’s larger stockpiles did not endanger the US mainland; as such, he claimed that NATO’s arsenal of non-strategic nuclear weapons posed an imbalanced threat.\(^62\) Setting the merits of this rhetoric aside, these NATO capabilities appear to contribute to Russia’s perceived vulnerability, already heightened because of the alliance’s eastward expansion – with the Baltic States, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, becoming members in 2004. For the Russian Federation, NATO’s presence closer to its borders than at any time during the Cold War constitutes its pre-eminent security threat. The United States in 2017 introduced its Patriot anti-aircraft missile systems for the first time to one of the Baltic States as part of NATO war games; in 2018, the US Navy re-established its Second Fleet for the North Atlantic.\(^63\) An Aegis Ashore missile defence site that is planned for Poland has been referred to by the Russian Deputy Foreign Minister, Sergey Ryabkov, as causing “perhaps, our greatest alarm”.\(^64\) For the Russian Federation, these movements might appear as prelude to expansive NATO deployments, perhaps – and this is relevant in the context of accusations about a lowered nuclear use threshold – even a pre-emptive strike.

For the West, meanwhile, Russian manoeuvres took on new meaning following the 2014 Ukrainian crisis. The Commanding General of US troops in Europe observed that Russian incursions into Crimea in 2014 and Georgia in 2008 had taken place “against the backdrop of an exercise”.\(^65\) The presence of non-strategic nuclear weapons adds a complicating factor, especially in the light of the established US belief that the Russian Federation is willing to escalate to nuclear use to terminate a regional conflict. Moscow also reportedly warned the US Secretary of Defense in 2017 that it “would


not hesitate to use tactical nuclear weapons” in case of war in the Baltic region. The disparity in stockpile numbers in favour of the Russian Federation is a factor here; the Baltic States, for instance, have pushed for the permanent deployment of the Patriot system. Given this context, the Article 5 mutual-defence clause in NATO’s foundational treaty adds to the possibility of escalation. Already the manoeuvring of the Russian Federation and the West in close proximity in the Baltic region has driven a series of close military encounters in recent years (some evidently deliberate).

The characteristics of non-strategic nuclear weapons – such as being seen as more “useable” due to their accuracy and lower yields, and causing confusion about the nature of their payload – heightens escalation risks. The possibility of confrontation in the Baltic region is “dangerously high”.

### 3.2. MISSILE DEFENCE SYSTEMS

#### 3.2.1. Overview

Missile defence capabilities are a critical point of contention in the strategic relations between the United States, the Russian Federation, and China. The tension dates from the withdrawal by the United States from the bilateral Russian-US Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty in 2002. The primary source of tension between the ‘great powers’ on these capabilities is the US missile defence system, and the United States’ continued investments in and deployments of the system, with clear implications for the potential escalation to nuclear use. As suggested, both the Russian Federation and China point to US missile defence to justify investments in their new offensive capabilities. They have also taken steps to improve their own missile defence systems. Russia’s system exists as part of a wide-ranging air-space defence concept, defined by one expert as “a multilayered and multipurpose system for protection of Russia and its closest allies” from conventional offensive and limited nuclear strikes through a wide range of capabilities. Notably, several US assessments suggest that Russian air and missile defence systems include non-strategic nuclear weapons. China, meanwhile, has identified its air and missile defence capabilities as an area for further development; its enhanced cooperation with the Russian Federation reflects increased attention and
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investment in relevant technologies.\textsuperscript{73}

The United States presents its missile defence system (and related offensive options) as means for “damage limitation”; the 2019 US Missile Defense Review cited the system’s role “for regional missile threats and for rogue state [intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM)] threats to the U.S. homeland”.\textsuperscript{74} Yet for its competitors, the utility of missile defence does not appear limited to situations in which a regional adversary has introduced nuclear weapons into conflict. Alarmingly, US missile defence is seen by the Russian Federation and China as posing a direct threat to their nuclear retaliatory capabilities.\textsuperscript{75} This was further fuelled by a statement from President Trump that the goal of the system was to “detect and destroy any missile launched against the United States – anywhere, anytime, anywhere”.\textsuperscript{76} President Putin has noted the range of the system, accompanying cruisers and destroyers, and development and use of missiles (“target missiles”) that have “offensive combat use”.\textsuperscript{77} Similarly, the Chinese Foreign Minister, Wang Yi, has argued that the US THAAD system, and specifically its X-Band radar monitoring scope, “goes far beyond the defense need of the Korean Peninsula”.\textsuperscript{78}

The offensive intention assigned to the United States suggests fear about a decapitating first strike. Putin has indicated that the Russian Federation would target missile defence sites that posed a threat to its national security, and also threatened to respond against “decision-making centres” for the pertinent systems.\textsuperscript{79} The longer-term technology and arms racing dynamics feed into the heightened risk of crisis. All these factors feed into potential escalatory scenarios.

\textbf{3.2.2. Illustrative context}

The perception gap regarding the purpose of US missile defence is especially pronounced in the China–United States relationship, with the deployment of ballistic missile defence systems to US allies in East Asia long a point of contention for Beijing. This is in part due to China’s nuclear no-first-use policy and limited nuclear forces, with US advancements in both homeland and theatre missile defence clearly seen as presenting a potential threat to its retaliatory capability.\textsuperscript{80} This applies not only in the context of Chinese strategic forces but also with China’s conventional deterrent – the centrepiece of which lies in its land-based missile forces.\textsuperscript{81} Notably, the increased integration of US homeland and theatre missile defence systems, and increased interoperability across theatre missile defence components (including between the THAAD and the Patriot Advanced Capability-3

\begin{footnotes}
\item[81] Ibid., p. 24.
\end{footnotes}
systems), could “enhance the U.S. ability to degrade China’s strategic deterrent”. The cross-cutting impact of missile defence and the blurring of the conventional–nuclear line also create additional sources of operational ambiguity, enhancing the possibility for nuclear escalation – including inadvertent. Compounding the issue in a potential crisis situation is the commingling of some aspects of China’s nuclear and conventional missile forces (including command and control). Indeed, confrontation between China and Taiwan – seen by China as an internal matter – has long been cited as one scenario that could plausibly spark a nuclear conflict between China and the United States. As highlighted, the United States does not discount the possibility that China would engage in “nuclear activities” to end conflict there. Notably, US nuclear threats against China characterized the first Taiwan Strait Crisis of 1954–1958, which kickstarted the Chinese nuclear weapon programme in some narratives. And during the third Taiwan Strait Crisis, in 1996, the United States took notice when the Chinese military used the nuclear-capable M-9 ballistic missile in a military exercise that simulated an invasion of the island. Recent movement involving US aircraft carriers and Chinese bombers in the Taiwan Strait underscores the potential for confrontation and nuclear escalation there.

3.3. SUBMARINE FORCES

3.3.1. Overview

Rapid advances in submarine technology – in particular in the range and accuracy of submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) – are altering the nature of the underwater nuclear

83 J. Borrie, Strategic Technologies, Nuclear Risk Reduction Policy Brief no. 2, UNIDIR, 2020, https://doi.org/10.37559/WMD/20/NRR/03.
deterrent, as well as the manner in which it is being perceived. The accuracy, speed, mobility, and stealth of nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines has prompted heavy investment among the ‘great powers’ in what is considered the most survivable leg of the triad. The United States is due to begin construction of a Columbia-class SSBN that will be quieter and more resilient (a product of its electric-drive propulsion train and its physical placement). The Russian Federation in 2020 entered into force its Borei-class SSBNs, which have been redesigned for noise minimalization and reduced visibility. China meanwhile is developing its Type 096 SSBNs while recently putting into service upgraded Jin-class (Type 094 and Type 094A) SSBNs with improved radar, sonar, and torpedoes - with the Type 094As having the capacity to fire a SLBM with a range of 10,000 kilometres, according to some military analysts. It has also reportedly expanded the building capacity of its existing shipyards. The effects of these investments are yet to be determined. For instance, stronger and more credible sea-based deterrents could remove incentives for China to further increase its nuclear forces while also underlining the presence of mutual vulnerability for the United States – potentially stemming aggressive behaviours. This, however, is just one possibility, and indeed perceptions of submarine capabilities exist in a broader context. Some raise the notion that SSBN and SLBM developments have “transformed retaliatory weapons into potential first strike ones”.

The deployment in 2020 by the United States of the W76-2 SLBM, a “survivable low-yield strategic weapon”, has underlined concerns about the possibility of nuclear use at sea. In claiming the prompt response option was developed for use “in the event of Russian or Chinese theater nuclear use”, the United States implicitly rejected its competitors’ nuclear doctrines. For its part, the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs has accused the United States of lowering its nuclear use threshold, and noted “any attack involving a U.S. [SLBM], regardless of its weapon specifications, would be perceived as a nuclear aggression”. Such stances can have direct implications for escalatory scenarios. In addition to SSBNs and SLBMs, the possibility of nuclear use at sea is compounded by developments with cruise missile submarines (SSGNs), anti-submarine warfare, and their countermeasures. The Russian Federation has commissioned submarines to be equipped with nuclear-powered UUVs and plans to deploy a hypersonic cruise missile on existing submarines; autonomous systems - like the Poseidon UUV - also raise particular concerns about the possibility of accidental
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or unauthorized use. Again, perceptions about the adversary’s strategic intentions and willingness to use nuclear weapons at sea could create self-fulfilling prophecies. For instance, a 2017 Russian Navy document states that demonstrating its readiness to use non-strategic nuclear weapons could help contain further escalation of armed conflict. Some in the United States already fear that China’s naval modernization efforts, conventional capabilities, and island-building campaign have given it escalation dominance in the South China Sea.

3.3.2. Illustrative context
In 1992 and 1993, US attack submarines that were reportedly engaged in surveillance and intelligence-monitoring operations in the Arctic Ocean collided with Russian SSBNs off the port of Murmansk, the largest base of Russia’s Northern Fleet, which includes SSBNs and SSGNs. The two accidents took place during a period of improved bilateral relations, when the Russian Federation had decreased the number of submarines on patrol, and both sides had agreed to remove nuclear-tipped cruise missiles from their naval vessels. This was relevant as the US Sierra-class attack submarine involved in 1992 was capable of carrying them. Should a similar incident take place today, the far more fraught geopolitical context would add cause for concern. Indeed, the Arctic overall is an increasingly tense and militarized region, identified as “an arena for geopolitical competition”. Its strategic importance has risen as melting ice caps open the possibility for expanded shipping routes and access to valuable natural resources. China in 2018 released a white paper on its Arctic policy that specified the importance of the region to its economic development; it has since engaged in a range of diplomatic, economic, and research activities there. Yet the importance of the Arctic to both the economic and military security of the Russian Federation is unmatched.

Russia’s Northern Fleet protects its considerable assets in the Western Arctic - home to some of its most advanced defensive capabilities. Technological developments, including the aforementioned UUV and other sophisticated weapon systems, are regularly tested in the area; their deployment appears to both aid Russian access to the North Atlantic and help restrict US and NATO movement there. This has not gone unnoticed. The US Department of Defense is exploring potential sites for establishing strategic Arctic ports. In 2020, the US Air Force deployed B-1 bombers to Norway for the first time, and US Navy destroyers patrolled the Barents Sea for
the first time since the Cold War – drawing a response from the Russian Northern Fleet in the form of live-fire drills.\textsuperscript{109} As in the Baltic region, a number of provocative incidents have taken place across the North Pacific and the Arctic, involving a record number of aircraft intercepts and disputes over military exercises in exclusive economic zones.\textsuperscript{110} The United States also continues to enhance its anti-submarine warfare capabilities, building a force whose main role is to “hold the adversary’s strategic assets at risk from the undersea”.\textsuperscript{111} In the context of SSBN and SLBM developments, these activities could be seen as posing an acute threat to the Russian deterrent. The peculiarities of communications with submarines and the increased role of UUVs in anti-submarine operations create additional points of vulnerability that could have an impact on crisis scenarios.\textsuperscript{112}


4. RECOMMENDATIONS

Fundamental mistrust between the United States, the Russian Federation, and China concerning their respective nuclear doctrines and escalation strategies has spillover effects in different issue areas. Each State has projected aggressive intentions upon its competitors or adversaries, with developments in a number of technological capabilities seen as an ominous foreshadowing of their potential – even likely – use in the context of scenarios such as a decapitating first strike or limited nuclear use. The spectre of escalation has exacerbated tensions in already fraught geopolitical situations across Europe and the Asia-Pacific. Moreover, mistrust has propelled longer-term action-reaction and arms racing dynamics that contribute to the possibility of future onset of crisis. The risk of nuclear use linked to the perceptions, projections, and dissonance surrounding nuclear escalation strategies should not be underestimated.

This section offers policy recommendations to reduce that risk. It begins with the root of the issue: the lens through which the ‘great powers’ filter capabilities of concerns – including those cited. In taking action at the highest order, in bridging the perception gap and in reducing dissonance across their nuclear doctrines and escalation strategies, States could help prevent potentially volatile situations from arising in the first place.

4.1. BRIDGE THE PERCEPTION GAP

The prospects of the United States, the Russian Federation, and China improving their broader relational dynamics rests in large part on the presence of regular strategic engagement. Dialogues in those settings, involving pertinent actors from the diplomatic and military spheres, can allow parties to have frank exchange and identify areas of concern. There have been positive indicators on these fronts under the Biden Administration. The extension of the 2010 New START agreement between the United States and the Russian Federation was significant not only of itself but as a potential first step; the Russian Deputy Foreign Minister, Sergey Ryabkov, has called for a renewal of bilateral dialogue with a comprehensive approach that “take[s] into account all factors significant for strategic stability”.

Such talks shape the contours for future agreements, as in the case of the long-gestated Soviet–United States Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) and Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) during the Cold War. In the meantime, they can “acquire

an institutional mass” that helps States to understand one another better.\textsuperscript{114} At their high-level strategic dialogue in March 2021, for instance, China drew a clear red line for the United States: the unharmed governing status of the Chinese Communist Party and the security of its Socialist system.\textsuperscript{115} Further discussion can clarify aspects of the terms of escalation that are not deliberately ambiguous.

In addition to bilateral dialogue, there is a need for trilateral and plurilateral processes involving the ‘great powers’. Trilateral talks are not out of the realm of possibility; Chinese experts have suggested that a broad approach encompassing strategic stability issues could gain traction in Beijing (versus a focus on trilateral arms control negotiations).\textsuperscript{116} The United States, the Russian Federation, and China do engage under the banner of the P5, and it is welcome news that the group plans to extend its work on nuclear doctrines and strategic risk reduction after the next NPT Review Conference.\textsuperscript{117} There may be scope to expand that process substantively and through increased technical-level participation – for instance, with military officials to brief on large-scale exercises or working-level contacts to explore modernization plans. To address specific theatres, the three States could turn to multilateral venues that incorporate the views of relevant allies and partners. This includes in the Euro-Atlantic the resumption of the NATO–Russia Council, a formal mechanism for consultation among nuclear experts that last met in 2019; the venue also serves valuable conflict-prevention functions. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Regional Forum could play a similar role in East Asia.

While the Arctic Council has generally steered clear of security issues to date, Russia is likely to introduce them on the agenda as Council chair from 2021 to 2023.\textsuperscript{118}

Still, ebbs and flows in strategic dialogues past and present underscore that engagement, while contributing to trust and confidence, also reflects their presence or absence. A complementary means to improve the foundation for trust and confidence might then lie elsewhere – and centres on improving understanding around the capabilities to which the three States cast a wary eye. If the United States, the Russian Federation, and China point to the development and deployment of particular capabilities as “true” indicators of the aggressive intent of their competitors or adversaries, as contributors to a lower threshold for nuclear use, or as means of securing escalation dominance, then addressing the scepticism, tension, and hostility around specific capabilities could dramatically shift those perceptions in a more constructive direction, breaking the cycle of mistrust.

4.2. CLARIFY OR RESTRICT CAPABILITIES

This report has highlighted non-strategic nuclear weapons, missile defense, and submarine forces, and explored the contexts and theatres in which they feature. As Section 3 underlines, these are not the only capabilities that constitute friction points in ‘great power’ relations, and any hypothetical escalation sequence would be likely to feature interactive dynamics between these and other

\textsuperscript{114} On the SALT talks, “The process was the product [and] acquired an institutional mass that some political innovators might have considered dead weight but that served as a kind of deepwater anchor in Soviet–American relations.” S. Talbott, Endgame: The Inside Story of SALT II, 1979, p. 21.

\textsuperscript{115} “China, U.S. Hold Timely, Helpful High-Level Strategic Dialogue”, Xinhua, 20 March 2021, \url{http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-03/20/c_139822502.htm}.


capabilities or systems of concern. Indeed some have suggested generalizable risk-reduction activities pertaining to strategic technologies, including a three-step approach to (a) enhance understanding about their implications; (b) restrict or clarify behaviours linked to these capabilities, and (c) restrict the capabilities themselves. To focus this report, this subsection highlights measures centred on the featured capabilities in which dissonance has very clearly manifested.

The fact that China frames its nuclear forces as strategic provides an enormous challenge to efforts to address non-strategic nuclear weapons in the China–United States relationship. China is believed to assign a number of its warheads to medium- and intermediate-range ballistic missiles with regional missions; risks associated with these are compounded by China’s commingling of aspects of its conventional and nuclear forces. While most of the Chinese stockpile of warheads is thought to be in central storage, some are kept at smaller regional storage facilities – and experts surmise that these may be sometimes mated to missiles for training purposes. A shift to a launch-on-warning posture, as the US Department of Defense fears could be taking place, could drive inadvertent escalation scenarios. It seems unlikely in the near term that the United States and China can directly address non-strategic nuclear weapons in a constructive fashion. Risk-reduction efforts may be better-suited to tackling the broader issue of transparency around the Chinese stockpile – perhaps in exchange for assuaging Chinese concerns about US theatre missile defence. A sustained strategic dialogue, as discussed above, could bolster this process and lessen the likelihood of any shifts in Chinese doctrine and posture.

The task of addressing non-strategic nuclear weapons in the Euro-Atlantic is no less daunting. Yet the extension of New START offers hope, especially as negotiations at one point reportedly included the serious consideration of a one-year freeze on existing arsenals that would include, for the first time, non-strategic nuclear weapons. Yet any progress may require some form of concession from the West, as the US stockpile stationed in the European theatre is seen by Russia as “de facto strategic”. This could take the form of stockpile reductions or withdrawal from deployment in the theatre, including to central storage. This is not implausible: some within NATO have questioned the military utility of non-strategic nuclear weapons, and the NATO Strategic Concept no longer refers to the “vital” nature of their presence in Europe as it once did, instead citing a desire to “create the conditions for further reductions in the future”. Still, the disparity of numbers complicates matters, and work will have to...

be done to reassure NATO’s easternmost members. Tackling non-strategic nuclear weapons in Europe may require trade-offs elsewhere.

Addressing capabilities central to the deterrent of the trio of nuclear weapon States poses immense challenges. One possible path ahead is to clarify where the boundaries lie. This could include expert-level collaboration between the United States and China, as some suggest, to explore whether there could be technical or operational distinctions made between theatre and strategic-level missile defence systems. Elsewhere, the US deployment of the W76-2 warhead contributes to deliberate ambiguity with potentially disastrous consequences. Both US President Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris have expressed concerns about the low-yield warhead in the past: as a candidate, the former called it a “bad idea”; as a Senator, the latter pushed for a deployment ban. A US policy reversal could have positive reverberations and would slow maritime arms racing dynamics. It would also present an opportunity to reformulate the strategic-tactical divide, which is relevant in the light of developments among “strategic conventional weapons” that further blur the conventional-nuclear gap.

In the meantime, confidence- and security-building measures centred on specific capabilities could help to end worst-case scenario planning around them. Information-exchange around SSBN and SSGN capabilities could help to reduce misperception, miscalculation, and misunderstanding. The three States could also look to develop operational norms around submerged operations – for instance, regarding the proximity of deployed submarines to the coastlines of others, or limiting following or “harassing” manoeuvres that increase the risk of collision. With respect to missile defence capabilities, States could consider limiting their deployment within certain geographic boundaries or refraining from loading offensive capabilities into launchers. Transparency measures around missile defence installations – such as observations, deployment notification, and use of national technical means – could serve as reassurance. The defunct 1997 Confidence-Building Measures Agreement on theatre missile defences (signed as part of a package during negotiations of START II) provides a basis for further development in this area. Unilateral limits on missile defence systems could present the aforementioned trade-off for movement on non-nuclear strategic weapons, a possibility raised by some experts. More collaborative action – including the establishment of the joint warning centres in Europe once proposed by Putin, or a revitalization of the ABM Treaty – appears unlikely at this time, although any steps could help address an issue that appears as one of the biggest impediments to trust in both Russia–United States and China–United States relations.

Addressing dissonance at both the broader
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strategic level and in the context of specific capabilities would constitute a watershed in reducing escalation risks. It is also through such processes that States may come to revisit their nuclear postures, having an impact both on how they formulate their own nuclear escalation strategies and also on how they come to perceive those of others. In the meantime, States would be wise to take immediate action to reduce risk at the operational level. The discussion of illustrative escalatory contexts in Section 3 drew from past incidents featuring the United States, the Russian Federation, and China. None have heretofore escalated to the level of nuclear use, although in several instances the possibility of nuclear war has been invoked by one side or another. The presence of these past crises, while admittedly of varying scales and characters, does present a structure for identifying practical risk-reduction activities in each case. If enacted by States, these can help facilitate movement towards the de-escalation of potentially volatile situations that could otherwise drive risk of use.

4.3. REDUCE OPERATIONAL RISK

4.3.1. Strengthen conflict-prevention and -management tools
The backdrop of ‘great power competition’ has focused attention on military behaviours and incidents that could be perceived as provocative, potentially instigating crises and driving escalation. The possibility is not new: the United States and the Soviet Union constructed a Cold War-era toolkit to guard against it. This centred on several bilateral agreements – the establishment in 1963 of a direct communications link (the Moscow-Washington hotline), the 1972 Agreement on the Prevention of Incidents On and Over the High Seas (the INCSEA accord), and the 1989 Prevention of Dangerous Military Activities Agreement (DMA) – along with some relevant provisions in the Vienna Document 2011 on Confidence- and Security-Building Measures under the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). The China–United States relationship lags behind in comparison, although the two sides established a direct hotline in 2007, signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) in 2014 on the rules of behaviour concerning air and maritime encounters, and in 2017 agreed on a joint
strategic dialogue mechanism to improve military communication. All three ‘great powers’ are also members of the multilateral 2014 Code for Unplanned Encounters at Sea (CUES).

There are ways for all sides to bolster their conflict-prevention and -management approaches. In the Baltic Sea, military–civilian encounters have been an area of focus. A group of States – including the Russian Federation – negotiated safer flight paths and shared flight plan data (involving military cargo) to avoid inadvertent airspace violations; some made public their principles of due regard, while NATO established a unified framework policy on the expected behaviours of State aircraft. The Baltic Sea Project Team and later the Expert Group on Baltic Sea Air Safety engaged in awareness-raising that included the publication of best practices.\textsuperscript{135} The United States, the Russian Federation, and China could consider the viability of such activities in other contexts, for instance around the Taiwan Strait. States could also increase transparency around their maritime operations. In particular, a greater awareness of military activities and procedures in and around the Arctic, where commercial development is expanding, may lessen the kind of encounters with civilian cargo and fishing vessels that raise general tensions and could turn deadly.

There is space for expanding the toolkit for military-to-military encounters. Russian and US military leaders, for instance, regularly exchanged information on intended military operations during the Syrian war through a “de-conflicting” line to reduce the risk of unintended direct conflict.\textsuperscript{136} There is a lack of such tools especially in the China–United States relationship. Both the multilateral CUES and the bilateral MOU are voluntary and non-binding; the former does not specify in which maritime zones it operates and – true to its name – is limited to “unplanned” encounters.\textsuperscript{137} The China–United States MOU lacks mention of operations involving submarines and non-naval maritime law-enforcement ships as well as surveillance and intelligence activities – their absence is conspicuous given the nature of activity in the East and South China Seas. It also lacks a dedicated dispute-resolution mechanism. Notably, Article IV of the memorandum calls for an annual generalized assessment under the 1998 Military Maritime Consultative Agreement, which opens the door for potential revision. Still, a subsequently agreed annex to the MOU underscores its non-binding nature, for instance with safety rules for air-to-air encounters to be utilized only “to the extent practicable when compatible with mission requirements”.\textsuperscript{138} Accordingly, there may be scope for the United States and China to draw on Article IV, or consider INCSEA- and DMA-like accords that formalize commitments around air and maritime operations, involve law-enforcement agencies and civilian proxies, and incorporate a Syria-like “rapid response” communication channel at the operational level.\textsuperscript{139} Increased military activities and altered capabilities also call for a re-examination of existing agreements – to potentially expand the list of provocative actions to be avoided.


specify safe separation distances, revisit contact points, and consider emergency rights and provisions. For instance, in 2017 the United Kingdom and the Russian Federation added a draft protocol to their INCSEA agreement that incorporates a ban on lasers and adds regulations on aircraft approaches; some experts have called for it to also include encounters involving submerged submarines and aircraft. The Russia–United States DMA is “relatively underused”, with infrequent meetings of its review commission and no designation of Special Caution Areas. Where feasible, States should convene more joint military exercises that put the agreed rules into practice. They can also bolster the norm around those rules: through political statements that reiterate existing commitments, training courses (including at the national level) for political or military leadership, or joint tabletop exercises that simulate relevant scenarios. In the Euro-Atlantic region, the United States and the Russian Federation should consider the feasibility of a common multilateral framework for managing incidents (e.g. under OSCE auspices) and look to address the absence of bilateral agreements between the Russian Federation and its immediately neighbouring States. All of these activities could get to the heart of the misperception, miscalculation, and misunderstanding that feature in the concept of strategic risk reduction as espoused by the nuclear weapon States.

4.3.2. Expand notification of military activities

The possibility of dangerous interactions linked to the military activities of the 'great powers' is growing partly as a function of the increased frequency of those activities. INCSEA- and DMA-like agreements establish rules to govern potential encounters, but they do not address the inciting impact of military activities themselves; indeed the China–United States MOU establishes rules of safety explicitly “without prejudice to either Side’s policy perspective on military activities in the Exclusive Economic Zone". A different approach that will blunt potential fallout from military activities therefore involves increasing transparency around them. Again, a framework is already in place. This includes the 1992 Treaty on Open Skies, which is centred on the mutual aerial observation among its currently 34 States parties in Europe and North America. However, the US withdrawal in 2020 and the Russian intention to follow suit constitute blows for the regime. OSCE participating States committed in the Vienna Document to notify each other of military activities of a certain size or type, with some subject to external observation. Meanwhile, the United States and China have a 2014 MOU on the notification of major military activities.

The United States, the Russian Federation, and China could bolster notification procedures in the service of de-escalation in many ways.

For the United States and the Russian Federation, this would include a return to the Open Skies Treaty. Flights over Ukraine (at its invitation) in 2014 provided information about military activities on the Russian-Ukrainian border, providing valuable transparency towards de-escalation in the eyes of some. Elsewhere, some OSCE participating States have accused the Russian Federation of “selective implementation” of the Vienna Document. Arguably, the larger issue is that the Document could be revisited and amended to reflect operational changes over the past decade. This would include solidifying its Section 3 on Risk Reduction, which encompasses a rarely invoked mechanism for consultation and voluntary hosting of visits to dispel concerns. In addition, the Document’s notification procedures do not cover tests of combat readiness in which troops themselves are not provided with advance notice (“snap” exercises), or smaller-scale parallel deployments under separate commands that may be part of a broader encompassing exercise. States may also want to lowering the thresholds for notification (currently for activities involving at least 9,000 troops) given the expanding number of smaller exercises, or increase the modest obligation of three inspections a year within the zone of exercises themselves, and the mechanism for observation of military exercises outlined in Annex II is entirely voluntary. It does cite as one of its goals to “Gradually expand and increase over time the quality and quantity of reciprocal observation of military exercises”. Accordingly, some in China have posited that a logical next step could be to outline precise notification procedures pertaining to major military exercises as well as weaponry tests of certain kinds. Improving military-to-military contacts through this and other venues could present feasible steps forward given China’s expressed reluctance to engage in formal arms control negotiations with the United States and the Russian Federation.


Exercises that take place in sensitive areas, that involve nuclear-capable equipment, or that include live fire. For the China–United States relationship, the tune is familiar: the two sides could look to build on their foundation of MOUs and explore the viability of politically or legally binding agreements in the area of notification. The MOU on major military exercises already calls for annual consultation on improvements, providing a venue to discuss further institutionalization. Yet the document itself is focused on the notification of national security-related policy and strategy developments, rather than of exercises themselves, and the mechanism for observation of military exercises outlined in Annex II is entirely voluntary. It does cite as one of its goals to “Gradually expand and increase over time the quality and quantity of reciprocal observation of military exercises”. Accordingly, some in China have posited that a logical next step could be to outline precise notification procedures pertaining to major military exercises as well as weaponry tests of certain kinds. Improving military-to-military contacts through this and other venues could present feasible steps forward given China’s expressed reluctance to engage in formal arms control negotiations with the United States and the Russian Federation.
4.3.3. Enhance exchange around launches

In addition to general notification on military exercises, frameworks specifically on the pre-notification of launch activity exist. The United States and the Russian Federation have a bilateral agreement on ballistic missile launch notification; they also have an extension notification system and exchange telemetric data on up to five launches each under New START. Both the United States and Russia have also subscribed to the Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (HCOC), which includes a pre-launch notification mechanism. Meanwhile, the 2020 extension by China and the Russian Federation of their 2009 agreement on launch notification of ballistic missiles and space rockets presents another foundation for follow-on action.

States may want to expand the scope of existing notification agreements by extending pre-launch notification times, increasing the ranges of missiles encompassed by the regime, or removing allowances. For instance, the China–Russian Federation agreement extends only to missiles with ranges of more than 2,000 km and permits withholding of ballistic missile launch information in up to two “exceptional cases” a year.154 The New START system – covering ranges of more than 500 km, with notification of basing locations, missile status changes, and strategic exercises – could provide a means of expansion. In addition, States may also explore the possibility of including non-ballistic missile launches under their purview. Cruise missile launches and deployments fall outside the scope of existing agreements; this is problematic given the challenges that they pose to decision makers by virtue of their ambiguous nature, shorter flight times, and more frequent use.155 Some have suggested an increase in information exchanged about flights of hypersonic glide vehicles as well given their destabilizing effects.156 For the United States and the Russian Federation, additional information exchange could pivot on their Nuclear Risk Reduction Centers or revitalize development of the long-proposed Joint Data Exchange Center. Chinese domestic structures involved in the 2009 agreement with the Russian Federation could also be linked to the US National and Nuclear Risk Reduction Center. Others have called for a multilateral missile test pre-notification regime that harmonizes and builds on existing bilateral agreements, including the one between India and Pakistan, or formalizes political commitments, as with pre-notifications in the HCOC (notably, China is not among its subscribing States).157 While engagement with non-NPT nuclear-armed States presents a unique set of challenges, there could also be value in a trilateral regime between the United States, the Russian Federation, and China, including from a normative standpoint;158 or a bilateral agreement between the United States and China. This is in part due to the use of ballistic missiles in Chinese military exercises in the East and South China Seas – an agreement would help both address the possibility of misinterpretation and bridge the gap in strategic perceptions.159

Military activities in areas of strategic importance to the United States, the Russian Federation, and China – areas in which

dissonance over escalation strategies could have disastrous consequences - constitute a critical target for risk-reduction activities. Collaborative action in these areas cannot only prevent crises from spiralling, but they can foster the trust and confidence necessary to drive movement in the longer-term. Indeed, just as risk drivers have interactive effects, so too do risk-reduction activities. Only by moving forward on multiple levels and in multiple spheres are the three States likely to reach the point of tackling capabilities of concern – whether in clarification, behavioural norms, or verifiable limitations and reductions. In this manner, the risk-reduction endeavour could constitute the building blocks of the revitalization of arms control and disarmament processes.\textsuperscript{160} It might also represent the way in which States may fundamentally reconsider the role of nuclear weapons in their security strategies.

\textsuperscript{160} For more ideas to this end, see L.A. Dunn, Reversing the Slide: Intensified Great Power Competition and the Breakdown of the Arms Control Endeavour, UNIDIR, 2019, \url{https://www.unidir.org/files/publications/pdfs/reversing-the-slide-en-755.pdf}. 
5. CONCLUSION

There is a striking lack of common understanding around nuclear escalation strategies among the United States, the Russian Federation, and China. There are myriad factors driving this dissonance. They include the ambiguity - deliberate or otherwise - in the text of nuclear doctrines themselves, as well as perceived inconsistencies between stated doctrines and postures. Broadly, they reflect the nature of geopolitical tensions: between the United States and the Russian Federation, and between the United States and China. The fact that each nuclear weapon State regards the other as a strategic competitor or adversary colours its interpretations of national security strategies and nuclear doctrines, and casts doubt as to the “true” intentions held by the other. These dynamics are in place and unlikely to change significantly in the short term, even if each State espouses a desire in the abstract to improve its relations with the other. In the meantime, the “friction points” between them - the behaviours and strategies of concern - that in effect represent escalatory use drivers, are unfortunately numerous.

One State’s fears about the willingness of another to use nuclear weapons in an intentionally escalatory manner and in a wide range of circumstance seeps into perceptions of the specific capabilities of the other. Each State regards individual systems with suspicion, casting aside the other’s proclamations of their intended and defensive deterrent roles. Instead, the continued development and deployment of these systems by the other only seems to confirm its aggressive strategic manoeuvring, and in some cases seems to suggest a greater willingness to employ nuclear weapons in combat. The prominence of these systems in contexts with immense strategic value or a history of tension is especially concerning; the possibility for inadvertent escalation linked to these perceptions and projections of intent cannot be lightly held. In the longer term, these perceptions and projections threaten to perpetuate technology and arms racing dynamics that may inflame future crises.

To reduce the risk of nuclear weapon use and end this cycle, the three powers will have to take decisive action. Constructive strategic dialogue and engagement can help bridge the perception gap. Increasing transparency and limiting the range of behaviours pertaining to specific capabilities can chip away at concerns about their role. In the meantime, updating conflict-prevention and -management tools to fit contemporary realities in specific geographic contexts can help to release tension, especially during times of crisis. Similarly, bolstering notification procedures around military activities can create greater mutual awareness and understanding of them and lessen their impact. All this can help to foster more trust and confidence, including towards the service of arms control and disarmament. This is the blueprint for the United States, the Russian Federation, and China to narrow the terms of escalation in their doctrines and strategies and to ensure that nuclear escalation scenarios remain purely hypothetical.
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This study is the first in a series that profiles different “friction points” among nuclear-armed and nuclear-allied States, examining issues of contention in their relations that can spark potential conflict and nuclear escalation. It considers the multipolar dynamics between the United States, the Russian Federation, and China, and examines how fundamental mistrust among the three filters into their readings of each other’s nuclear strategies, with the potential to have an impact on escalatory risk scenarios. It then outlines a series of recommendations for the ‘great powers’ to bridge strategic perception gaps and reduce relevant risks. Part of UNIDIR’s ongoing research on nuclear risk reduction, this study is intended to feed into the dialogue on taking forward risk reduction - and on the development of practical and feasible baskets of measures that can close pathways to use of nuclear weapons.
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